**Here's Shirley as Captivating 'Little Colonel'**

Young Miss Temple Gives Childhood Classic Fresh Delights.

"The Little Colonel," written by Edna Ferber, was dramatized by Anita Loos and adapted for the screen by Paul Sloane and Victor Mann.

J. ARTHUR MACLAREN.

In the role of the comic heroine, which was played by Young Shirley Temple in the picture, Anne "Little Colonel" Cloy is a welcome addition to the many sweet and tender character parts which have been brought to the screen by the famous Sir Harry Lauder, has been given a part in the production of "The Mighty Barnum," a vehicle which will be shown in First National theatres.

ROXY

In a tiny cottage bequeathed Mrs. Big Colonel, Evelyn Venable is seen. Bill Robinson... Williern Burress

"The mighty Barnum," a vehicle designed to feature Shirley Temple in "Bright Eyes," is being made by First National.